Centrosomal deployment of gamma-tubulin and pericentrin: evidence for a microtubule-nucleating domain and a minus-end docking domain in certain mouse epithelial cells.
This report provides evidence for two functionally and spatially distinct centrosomal domains in certain mouse cochlear epithelial cells. The vast majority of microtubules elongate from sites associated with the apical cell surface in these cells rather than from pericentriolar material surrounding the immediate environs of their apically situate centrioles. The distribution of gamma-tubulin and pericentrin at cell apices has been examined while microtubule nucleation is progressing because these centrosomal proteins are believed to be essential for microtubule nucleation. Antibodies to both proteins bind to pericentriolar regions but no binding has been detected at the apical cell surface-associated sites where the ends of thousands of recently nucleated microtubules are concentrated. Sparse transient microtubule populations can be detected between pericentriolar regions and surface sites while microtubule assembly advances. A procedure apparently operates in which the pericentriolar region functions as a microtubule-nucleating domain and the cell surface-associated sites operate as docking domains which capture the minus ends of microtubules that migrate to them shortly after nucleation. Docking domains may include some components of the pericentriolar material that have been relocated at the cell apex. A docking element hypothesis for centrosomal control of minus end positioning and dynamics in animal cells generally is proposed. This investigation has also shown that the concentration of gamma-tubulin and pericentrin around centrioles differs spatially and quantitatively in ways that are characteristic for the four cell types studied. Some of these characteristics can be related to differences in control of microtubule number and positioning.